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Nerac Announces April Issue of the Nerac Strategist 
New issue offers in-depth business perspectives on industry issues, compliance 

challenges and commercial opportunities authored by Nerac analysts 

 
 
April 21, 2016, Tolland, CT.  Nerac is pleased to announce the release of the April issue 
of the Nerac Strategist, a monthly compilation of Nerac analyst insights for better 
business decisions.  This issue explores intellectual property, regulatory compliance and  
emerging market strategies in patenting, Chinese FDA and green pesticides.  The 
articles are linked below, click here to make sure you receive this valuable newsletter. 
 
In 2014 the Chinese Food and Drug Administration, CFDA, updated their regulations on 

medical devices. These updates substantially changed the way in which a medical 

device company, particularly international companies not based or founded in China, 

registers their devices in China.  In part 1 of this 2 part series, the author explores the 

new regulations, and ways to address changes in the registration process in the article 

“Understanding CFDA Expectations Regarding Clinical Literature Evaluation for Medical 

Devices under Order 650: A Nerac Perspective.” 

  
Whether we are aware or not, the risks and benefits of pesticide use are part of daily life. 

As the pesticide market, and the threat of disease continues to grow, so does the 

concern over the consequences of pesticide use. Increasingly, consumers are skeptical 

over the safety of conventional products, while conflicted over the necessity of protecting 

their family, pets, yards and gardens.  Learn more about the emerging market for “green” 

pesticides in our article “Killing Them Softly: Making Strides in Green Pesticides for 

Consumer Use.” 

 
In today’s competitive markets, the value of issued patents cannot be overstated due to 
their exclusionary right in preventing third parties from making, practicing or selling an 
invention. Are you certain that you have drafted the best possible patent applications to 
grow stronger IP portfolios while meeting your corporate goals?  Learn more in our 
article “Uncharted Waters:  Impact of Recent Patent Decisions on your IP Portfolio.” 
.  
 About Nerac  
Nerac Inc. is a global research and advisory firm for companies developing innovative 
products and technologies. Nerac provides expert insights that equip clients with the 
knowledge to develop or refine a technology, explore market growth opportunities, 
evaluate intellectual property strategies and respond to regulatory changes. Nerac 
serves approximately 20,000 users worldwide and delivers over 75,000 research 
projects and custom alerts each year. Nerac has a long, successful consulting history in 
a wide-range of industries with a strong focus in the areas of pharmaceutical, food and  
nutraceuticals, medical device, engineering, energy and advanced materials.  
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